Abstract: We study the structural robustness of metabolic networks on the basis of the concept of elementary flux modes. It is shown that the number of elementary modes itself is not an appropriate measure of structural robustness. Instead, we introduce three new robustness measures. These are based on the relative number of elementary modes remaining after the knockout of enzymes. We discuss the relevance of these measures with the help of simple examples, as well as with larger, realistic metabolic networks. Thereby we demonstrate quantitatively that the metabolism of Escherichia coli, which must be able to adapt to varying conditions, is more robust than the metabolism of the human erythrocyte, which lives under much more homeostatic conditions.
Introduction
A striking feature of living organisms is their homeostasis; they are, within some range, robust to external (e.g. temperature, food supply) and internal perturbations (e.g. spontaneous mutations). For example, many knockout mutants of micro-organisms are still able to grow, some with almost the same growth rate as the wild type. This has been shown, for example, by a systematic study on single knockout mutants of virtually all genes in baker's yeast [1, 2] . In many cells, there are parallel and thus redundant metabolic pathways. For example, the pentose phosphate pathway circumvents the upper part of glycolysis. Phosphoglycerate kinase in human erythrocytes can be bypassed via the Rapoport-Luebering shunt [3] . Both bypasses imply, however, a loss in ATP production. Often, redundancy in metabolism cannot be seen as easily as in these examples. To understand robustness in complex systems such as metabolic networks, theoretical tools are needed [4 -8] .
Studies on robustness have manifold applications. In biotechnology, specific enzymes can be knocked out to suppress futile cycles. For example, Rohwer and Botha [9] detected five futile cycles in the sucrose-accumulating sugar cane tissue. Another goal pursued in biotechnology is to suppress the synthesis of undesired products, e.g. caffeine in tea leaves [10] . It is then of interest to know which products can still be synthesised by the mutants [9, 11] . Studies on network redundancy are relevant also in medicine: How robust is human metabolism against enzyme deficiencies [12, 13] ? In drug target identification, it is most suitable to find an enzyme that is non-redundant in the pathogenic micro-organism, while redundant in the human host, so that the latter is not perturbed too much. This has been analysed for the causative agent of the African sleeping disease, Trypanosoma brucei [14, 15] .
Robustness is generally defined as the insensitivity of a system to changes in parameters [7] . These can be parameters determined by the surroundings of the organism or by internal fluctuations. Different types of robustness can be distinguished. For example, the negative feedback loops present in many biochemical pathways such as the synthesis routes of numerous amino acids make the production rate robust to changes in the demand of the product. This can be viewed as dynamic robustness. Here, however, we analyse structural robustness. We deal with the question as to whether a cell can tolerate the elimination of some enzymes by mutations. Structural robustness is necessarily linked with redundancy because the network has no other possibility in responding to a knockout than to use alternative routes.
Current methods for the modelling of metabolism have various strengths and shortcomings. Specifically, dynamic simulation of metabolic and regulatory networks [4, 14, 16, 17] meets difficulties as the necessary mechanistic detail and kinetic parameters are rarely available. In contrast, methods for analysing the topological structure of metabolic networks such as metabolic pathway analysis [11, 18 -21] only require knowledge of the stoichiometric coefficients and the directionality of reactions, which is available in many cases from the literature or on-line databases.
A central concept in metabolic pathway analysis is that of elementary flux modes [18, 19] . An elementary mode is a minimal set of enzymes that can operate at steady state, such that all irreversible reactions involved are used in the appropriate direction. The enzymes are weighted by the relative flux they carry. Any flux distribution in the living cell is a superposition of elementary modes. This concept, which takes into account relevant stoichiometric and thermodynamic constraints, has been applied to a number of biochemical networks of increasing complexity (e.g. [6, 9, 22, 23] ). Elementary mode analysis appears to be well-suited to characterise network redundancy because each elementary mode is non-redundant. By examining which of these modes form the same products from the same substrates, one can detect parallel routes. Using metabolic pathway analysis software, such as METATOOL [24] or FluxAnalyzer [25] , this can be performed in an automated way. However, it should be mentioned that the computation of elementary modes in larger networks meets the problem of combinatorial explosion [26] . Therefore, additional intellectual effort is necessary to formulate a feasible problem for a sub-network of interest.
The total number of elementary modes for given conditions has been used as a quantitative measure of network flexibility and as an estimate of fault-tolerance [6, 27] . Redundancy has also been analysed by Palsson et al. [20, 21] . They used the concept of extreme pathways, which is closely related to that of elementary modes. (For a comparison of the two concepts, see [28] and [29] .) The simulations by Papin et al. [20] for Haemophilus influenzae showed that there was an average of 37 extreme pathways corresponding to the same input=output regime, when the network was used to produce a single amino acid. Price et al. [21] found by model calculations that the synthesis of amino acids and ribonucleotides in Helicobacter pylori is less redundant than in H. influenzae. In these papers, the number of extreme pathways with the same overall stoichiometry (in terms of initial substrates and final products) is used as a measure of redundancy. A slightly different approach was suggested by Oancea [30] and Ç akır et al. [31] . They assessed the importance of each enzyme by the number of elementary modes in which it is involved or, conversely, by the number of modes remaining in the system deficient in the enzyme under study.
The structural robustness of microbial metabolism has been studied in silico using elementary mode analysis by Stelling et al. [6] . The following criterion was used: if, after deletion of an enzyme, at least one elementary mode allowing a positive growth yield remained, the mutant was predicted to be viable. To characterise robustness in more detail, the maximum possible growth yield was plotted versus the number of elementary modes remaining in various single mutants (Fig. 2b in [6] ). This plot shows that the growth yield remains fairly constant even if the number of elementary modes drops significantly. Only when the latter number is very low, is the network no longer able to sustain growth.
In the present paper, we start from the reasoning that robustness is not perfectly identical with redundancy. In defining structural robustness, one should compare the entire system with a mutated system. By only considering the number of elementary modes, it is unclear what happens if an enzyme is knocked out. As we will show in Section 2 by way of an example, systems with the same number of elementary modes can have different robustnesses.
We propose three new measures of metabolic network robustness. They are based on elementary flux modes and take into account the effect of enzyme knockout. We illustrate the approach by simple hypothetical examples and two more complex systems describing central metabolism of Escherichia coli and the metabolism in human erythrocytes.
Measures of network robustness
Consider the two simple networks shown in Fig. 1 . Both involve the same number (two) of elementary modes. However, the system in Fig. 1a is less robust because knockout of enzyme 1 deletes two elementary modes, while deleting only one mode in the system shown in Fig. 1b . Thus, the number of elementary modes (or extreme pathways) should not be used as a measure of robustness.
To characterise the structural robustness to the knockout (deficiency) of one enzyme, E i ; the ratio, z ðiÞ =z; between the number of elementary modes remaining after knockout z ðiÞ ;
and the number in the unperturbed network z, can be used. This gives a normalised value between 0 and 1. The extreme values are reached when no elementary mode is left (zero robustness) and when all elementary modes remain (complete robustness). This definition is actually related to the earlier suggestion to characterise the importance of each enzyme by the number of modes in which it is involved [30, 31] .
To quantify the global robustness of the entire network, the arithmetic mean of all these numbers can be taken
where r denotes the total number of reactions in the system. This quantity is again between 0 and 1. Consider the simple example shown in Fig. 2 . It gives rise to four elementary modes: fE 1 ; E 2 ; E 4 g; fE 3 ; E 4 g; fE 5 ; E 6 g; and fE 5 ; E 7 g: Knockout of enzymes E 4 or E 5 causes two elementary modes to disappear, while knockout of one of the remaining enzymes causes only one elementary mode to drop out (that is, three to remain). Accordingly, the robustness of this system is:
This means that knockout of one enzyme implies that, on average, two-thirds of the pathways in the system are still present. For the systems shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, R 1 can readily be computed to be 1=3 and 1=2; respectively. Special attention should be paid to reactions that are at thermodynamic equilibrium and hence, have zero net flux at any steady state of the system. Such reactions have been termed 'strictly detailed balanced reactions' and can be detected by analysing the nullspace matrix and checking a generalised Wegscheider condition [32] . They are not involved in any elementary mode. Therefore, their robustness measure z ðiÞ =z equals one. However, for most All reactions are considered irreversible for simplicity's sake. S i ; internal metabolites; Q k ; substrates; P k ; products a The pathways producing P 1 and P 2 share one enzyme b The pathways producing P 1 and P 2 do not share any enzyme
applications, such enzymes should be excluded from the robustness analysis because they do not contribute to any net conversion. Otherwise, the robustness of a system would change as the number of strictly detailed balanced reactions increases because their knockout does not affect the number of elementary modes while the total number of reactions r, increases. Such a dependency of robustness on strictly detailed balanced reactions is not, however, biologically meaningful. Interestingly, if they are excluded, the robustness measure can never be exactly equal to one, since knockout of an enzyme then always deletes at least one elementary mode.
In (1), no difference is made between different products of the metabolic network. For example, the contribution to the robustness measure is the same when an elementary mode producing ATP drops out and when a mode producing NADPH is eliminated. For some applications, it is certainly of interest to distinguish between different products. To cope with such situations, we propose two further definitions.
We consider the sub-network consisting of all elementary modes producing a certain essential product P k and apply definition (1) . There may be other products (excreted byproducts such as CO 2 or ethanol) which are not included in the calculation. Let us consider the example of Fig. 2 . Two elementary modes, consisting of four enzymes, produce P 1 : Note that both of these start from Q 1 ; so that they refer to the same overall stoichiometry, which would be of importance for the redundancy definition of Papin et al. [20] . For our definition, however, we only consider the products. The robustness concerning product P 1 is:
For the other products we obtain R
1 ¼ 11=18 and R
1 ¼ 0: The latter result is a special case of the general fact that if R ðkÞ 1 ¼ 0; then each enzyme of the elementary modes producing P k is an essential enzyme as defined by Klamt and Gilles [8] .
Our second measure of metabolic network robustness is based on the assumption that all of the considered products are essential for the organism. That is, the organism is no longer viable as soon as one essential product cannot be produced anymore. The measure is defined as the minimal robustness concerning an essential product:
For the example of Fig. 2 , we obtain R 2 ¼ 0; because R
However, it may occur that the robustness of one product is quite low, but that most of the random mutations would concern elementary modes producing other, more robust products. To take this into account we propose the arithmetic mean of the particular product robustness values as a third network robustness measure
with n denoting the number of essential products. The example network of Fig. 2 has the robustness R 3 ffi 0:329: For special purposes, it could be sensible to consider other mean values or some special weights for the particular product robustness values. Here we just cope with the simplest generic measures.
3 Realistic examples: central metabolisms of E. coli and human erythrocytes
As a proof of concept, we study two realistic metabolic networks that have about the same number of elementary modes. The first illustrative example is the metabolism in human erythrocytes, which is a favourite subject of modelling studies [12, 13, 16, 17, 31, 33, 34] . The network is fully described in Appendix 7.1. It is related to a model used earlier [16, 31, 33] . The choice of external metabolites and exchange reactions is similar to that used by Wiback and Palsson [34] . The scheme comprises glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway, glutathione oxidation=reduction and adenine nucleotide metabolism. We consider glucose, NAD, NADP, NADH, NADPH, NH 3 ; CO 2 ; and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (2,3DPG) as external metabolites (substrates and products). Moreover, pyruvate, lactate, inosine, adenosine, adenine and hypoxanthine are considered to be exchanged across the cell membrane by reactions of the form S ¼ S_EXT with S_EXT considered to be external. The consumption of ATP in various cell processes is modelled as a reaction ATP ¼ ADP_EXT þ Pi_EXT: Wiback and Palsson [34] considered even more of such exchange reactions (with some of them describing consumption inside the cell), which increases the number of elementary modes. Although it is questionable whether such exchange reactions are relevant in erythrocytes, we use the network in this configuration because it gives rise to about the same number of elementary modes as the E. coli model described below. ATP, NADPH, 2,3DPG and hypoxanthine are here considered as essential products. The functions of ATP and NADPH as energy and redox 'currencies', respectively, are well known. 2,3DPG is an effector of oxygen binding to haemoglobin [3, 17] . In addition to oxygen transport, an important function of human red blood cells is the transport of purine bases from organs with excess purine to organs in which purines are required [35] . Hypoxanthine is the relevant product excreted by erythrocytes in this context. Our present choice of external metabolites increases the number of elementary modes from 21 [33] to 667. The second network describes the central metabolism of E. coli (Appendix 7.2) and is based on a model published by Stelling et al. [6] . The original model involves substrate uptake (including the phosphotransferase system), central carbon metabolism (including glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway, tricarboxylic acid cycle and glyoxylate shunt), monomer and precursor synthesis (including the synthesis of all proteinogenic amino acids and the nucleotide triphosphates), polymer synthesis, biomass production (growth) and the excretion of several byproducts such as CO 2 and formate. Further details are given in Stelling et al. [6] and in the on-line material mentioned therein. Since we consider four relevant products of erythrocyte metabolism, we take the same number of products in the E. coli model. The original model [6] involves biomass and ATP as the relevant products. Here, by way of example, we consider different combinations of four amino acids as relevant products (see Table 1 ). Biomass production, the remaining amino acids, as well as the other precursors of biomass are excluded for simplicity's sake. To obtain about the same number of elementary modes, we take acetate as the only substrate. Other substrates (glycerol, glucose, or succinate) would yield many more elementary modes.
The results of our calculations are shown in Table 1 . For the combination alanine, arginine, asparagine, and histidine in the E. coli model, the number of elementary modes exactly equals that in the erythrocyte model. Moreover, we have chosen another five combinations with about the same number of elementary modes. All the values of robustness R 1 lie between 0.38 and 0.55, implying that the number of elementary modes remaining after knockout of one enzyme is about one-third to one-half of the total number. The values of the other robustness measures are in a similar range, notably between 0.32 and 0.51. It can be seen that for all three robustness measures, the values for the erythrocyte model are lower than for the E. coli network, with one exception: R 2 is higher for the erythrocyte than for the combination Ala, Arg, Asn, His in E. coli. Apart from that, most of the values are markedly lower, especially in the case of measure R 1 :
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed three new measures of network robustness. They are based on a comparison of the numbers of elementary flux modes in the unperturbed situation and after knockout of one enzyme, averaged over all enzymes.
For the measures R 2 and R 3 one has to consider all essential products separately (see Figs. 1 and 2 ). Note that in the general definition of elementary modes, only a distinction between internal and external metabolites is made. The latter include substrates and products. Under different conditions, one and the same external metabolite (e.g. ethanol in the case of yeast) may occur as a substrate or as a product. The robustness measures, however, should be calculated for one specific situation. In another situation, the set of essential products needs to be newly defined.
Ebenhöh and Heinrich [36] distinguish between strong and weak robustness. A metabolic network is strongly robust against a certain mutation (which in their analysis can be a knockout, change or even addition of an enzyme) if it can still produce the same products. It is weakly robust if it is not strongly robust but can still produce at least one product (not necessarily one of the original products). In our approach, a strongly robust network would have a robustness measure R 2 greater than zero (with all products taken as essential products), while for a weakly robust network, R 2 would be zero.
To illustrate the applicability of the proposed definitions, we have calculated the structural robustness measures for a model of human erythrocyte metabolism and for a model of the central metabolism of E. coli. The robustness of the former system is markedly lower than that of the latter system for all robustness measures and for all but one combination of products (four amino acids) of the E. coli system. This is in accordance with common biochemical knowledge saying that erythrocytes have a much simpler and thus, less robust metabolism than E. coli. The latter must be able to adapt to different conditions such as the human intestine, water of varying purity outside the human body, etc. In contrast, human erythrocytes live under relatively constant conditions in the blood. Our results are in agreement with experimental observations showing that most enzyme deficiencies, such as those of hexokinase, pyruvate kinase, or glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, lead to severe diseases [37] , while single-gene deletions of the majority of E. coli enzymes do not entail inviability. Interestingly, the calculated values of R 1 in E. coli ranging from 0.51 to 0.55 correspond well with the fraction 0.56 of viable mutants found by Stelling et al. [6] by literature search. It is worthwhile studying this relationship in more detail, both, experimentally and theoretically.
For the two considered systems, the robustness values R 1 are between 0.38 and 0.55. As most single mutants of E. coli are still able to grow [6] , this implies that about one-third of the elementary modes in E. coli are often sufficient to sustain growth.
To demonstrate the applicability of our definitions, we have considered two systems with about the same number of elementary modes and the same number of biologically relevant products. This was to show that the robustness (according to our definitions) can differ nevertheless and hence, that the number of elementary modes is not an appropriate measure of robustness. However, since the proposed measures are normalised quantities, one can use them, in general, also to compare the robustness of systems with different numbers of elementary modes and different numbers of essential products. For example, we also analysed the original erythrocyte model of Joshi and Palsson [16] giving rise to 21 elementary modes [33] . We took hypoxanthine excretion and sodium=potassium transport as essential functions. This yielded the following robustness values: R 1 ¼ 0:4424; R 2 ¼ 0:2029; R 3 ¼ 0:2056: Their difference to the values for E. coli is even more pronounced. In further investigations, we will apply the measures to E. coli under different conditions as well as to the metabolism in other cell types and other organisms. As R 2 and R 3 are defined as the minimum and average values of the same set of quantities, we obviously have R 2 R 3 . In all our numerical calculations, moreover, R 3 < R 1 : It is worth trying to prove this relation analytically in a general way.
In future work, it will be of interest to apply the present method for comparing two micro-organisms or different groups of products in the same micro-organism, e.g. amino acid metabolism and lipid metabolism in E. coli. The question arises whether the present approach is scalable to larger, e.g. genome-wide, networks. This meets the abovementioned problem of combinatorial explosion of elementary modes. However, since our robustness measures are ratios of numbers of elementary modes, it is of great interest to see whether the ratios representing the robustness measures can be computed directly without computing the elementary modes themselves. Another option is to decompose complex networks into smaller, tractable subnetworks [20, 26] . Approaches based on linear programming [5, 38] scale up more easily to larger systems. However, they only take into account the optimal situation rather than all possible flux distributions in the system and thus, can hardly cope with network flexibility. The definitions introduced here essentially take into account single mutants. In future work, it would be of interest to extend the analysis to double and multiple mutants. So far, there are only a few modelling studies on such mutants [38] . Klamt and Gilles [8] introduced the concept of minimal cut sets. These are minimal sets of enzymes whose deletion or complete inhibition prevents the operation of a target reaction under study. If the smallest of these sets involves, for example, two enzymes, any single mutant can still sustain the target reaction, but some double mutant cannot. Klamt and Gilles [8] introduced a fragility coefficient as the reciprocal of the average size of all minimal cut sets in which an enzyme E i participates. A network fragility coefficient F, was defined as the average fragility coefficient over all enzymes. This coefficient takes into account both single and multiple knockouts. On the other hand, the fragility coefficient is based on an allor-none decision whether or not a product can still be synthesised, while our measures have the advantage that the number of elementary modes is considered. Moreover, they are easier to compute. Our preliminary calculations show that for many simple systems (e.g. the systems shown in Figs. 1a and b) , robustness R 1 and the coefficient F, calculated by taking all output reactions as target reactions, add up to one (note that high fragility implies low robustness), while for more complex systems such as E. coli and erythrocyte metabolisms, R 1 is larger than 1 À F: For example, for the complete E. coli system (including biomass and ATP production) with acetate as the only substrate, our calculations give a value of R 1 ¼ 0:4084; while F ¼ 0:783 [8] . It will be of interest to elucidate the interrelation between these coefficients in more detail.
Further possibilities of extending the proposed definitions include the introduction of a weighted mean of product robustness values, since normally, different products are not equally important for the organism (e.g. ATP and 2,3DPG). For example, the weighting factors could be the normalised numbers of elementary modes producing the product in question or the normalised numbers of enzymes involved. The latter option appears to be sensible if each enzyme is subject to failure with the same probability.
In future studies, it will be of interest to analyse the change of robustness of metabolism during biological evolution [36] . While one would assume an increase in robustness, the opposite change can have happened as well, for example, in the evolution of intracellular parasites. In this context, it is worth studying the evolution of enzymes with broad substrate specificity. It has been argued that enzymes with high specificity have developed from lowspecificity ancestors during biological evolution [39] . One reason for this development may be an increase in robustness. Two specialised enzymes cause the system to have a greater robustness than one less specific enzyme because the knockout of the latter would generally delete more pathways. 
7.2 Input file of the E. coli system for the program METATOOL adapted from [6] The identifiers have the same meaning as given in Appendix 7.1. All the 20 proteinogenic amino acids are here indicated as internal metabolites. In the six different versions used in the calculations, different sets of four amino acids are set to external status (see main text). 
